BRUNO HARRIS
[November Our aim is to study the cohomology algebra of the space 5 using Hopf's method, i.e., using directly the product map/. We assume that the cohomology algebra H*(S, F)=^2 n^o H n (S, F) satisfies three conditions: each H n is finite-dimensional over F, H° is one dimensional, and H*(SXS, F) =H*(S, F) ®iJ*(5, F). We will also assume F is perfect and contains the eigenvalues of <r* on H*(S, F).
2. In this section we assume that we have a space S with a multiplication/satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). We denote by/* and cr* the induced cohomology maps, and choose a minimal set of homogeneous generators Z\, z 2 For the next result assume that ƒ *(7* = (or*® a-*)ƒ*, a* is completely reducible on H, and H is finite-dimensional as a vector space over F. We may then choose the generators as w i} yj where cr*(wi) =w it i960]
